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 !!!! So if you have Intel i5 / i7 do you have to use intel-microcode? skeinat: Yeah, but it's more related to the firmware
provided by the motherboard. I just wanted to let you know. tyalastyn: once you have that stuff, run boot-repair, but you have to
know the name of the partition you want to repair. tyalastyn: the link to the documentation is in the message. skeinat: So I hope
the module can be just unloaded. lspci | grep -i vga shows me vga compatible controller norbert79, thank you skeinat: So maybe
the driver is missing some important parts or something like that. I've never used a custom radeon, so I have no clue norbert79,
is there a way to get the relevant info without re-compiling the kernel? i'm kind of on a tight time line any idea when sddm will
be fixed? norbert79, if you know of an alternative to radeon Ntemis: its broken on purpose for testing purposes hahahahhaha

tought so thanks lotuspsychje Ntemis: get in touch with their #sddm guys Ntemis, you might want to look into lightdm or gdm.
why isnt it so easy to simply switch? didnt know i had to switch to display managers i like cinnamon on ubuntu is that the main
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reason? Ntemis, you can. I'm not the best person to ask. Ntemis, no, its not that you need to change. You can change at anytime
and still have the same display manager. ill take you up on it thanks 82157476af
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